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Data analysis gives tools to detect fraud
The use of technology in business has resulted in increasingly
large quantities of data and electronically stored information. A
few questions often presented to
business leaders include:
ƭ What data should be stored?
ƭ How should data be stored?
ƭ How should we protect the data
and what should we do in the event
of a breach?
ƭ What does our stored data tell us?
While the answers to many of
these are specific to each organization’s needs, the use of data is
extremely effective in protecting
your organization from fraud and
identifying areas of waste and/
or abuse with little training and
expense.
Analyzing your company’s
records for specific data patterns
can identify red flags that, with a
simple review, could end up saving
your organization from catastrophe, and even identify ways you
can save money.
Five Excel data analytic tools to
start using now are:

Duplicate transactions
Evaluating company data for
duplicate transactions is a simple
data pattern to detect. Look for
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ing information of employees to
vendors, fraudulent payments to
employees through non-existent
vendors, and ghost employees can
be identified.

Leah Wietholter

Even amounts

separate, individual entries with
the same identifying information.
Common fields containing duplicate information include: invoice
numbers, check numbers and dollar amounts. Upon identification of
duplicate information, look closer
at the details.
The details will reveal the intent
of the duplicate information.
Through this analysis, duplicate
payroll of employees, duplicate
expense reimbursement, or even
duplicate payments to vendors can
be identified.

Employees vs. vendors
Comparisons of data including:
addresses, direct deposits, employee social security numbers, and
vendor federal employer identification numbers (FEINs) are the most
common fields to examine in this
simple test. By comparing identify-

Three commonly employed
ratios are:
ƭ the ratio of the highest value to
the lowest value (maximum/minimum)
ƭ the ratio of the highest value to
the next highest (maximum/second
highest)
ƭ the ratio of the current year to the
previous year
By looking at the highest and
lowest amounts paid for a specific
product, a company can determine
if overpayment is being made,
which could be a symptom of kickbacks or a vendor not honoring a
contract.
Similarly, a large ratio between
the highest and second highest payments made to a vendor is worth
investigating to ensure overpayment is not occurring.
Ratios are also helpful in private
practices where several professionals are charging for the same
services. Large ratios for the same
service could indicate overcharging
and skimming the overage from the
payment received.

Identifying even dollar amounts
in the company’s financial records
can narrow down vast amounts
of data to allow additional review
of higher fraud risk transactions.
While some invoices and vendor
services are typically billed in
even dollar amounts, fraudulent
schemes often involve the use of
even dollar amounts.
One high-risk area includes
expense reimbursement. Expense
reimbursement payments can
be rounded up to a whole dollar
amount, not match accompanying
receipts, or can be entirely fraudulent. After identifying the normal
transactions, focus on the details
and reasons around those in the
unusual category.

Ratio analysis

Trend analysis

The use of ratios within various
Simply looking for anomalies in
data sets and comparing the results
to a similar data set is another help- trends across departments, years
and even by employees can reveal
ful fraud detection technique.

unusual activity worth further
investigation.
Trend analysis can also be used
in reviewing vendor contracts
where extreme changes may reveal
contracting kickbacks with employees.
Proactive fraud detection requires moving from annual external audits exclusively toward
continuous monitoring.
These techniques help maximize
internal controls with current
organizational resources to prevent
fraud, waste and abuse. If these
techniques aren’t currently in
use or available, investing in data
analysis as a fraud detection tool
will allow you to detect fraud more
quickly and even identify areas
where your company can be more
efficient with its resources.
Leah Wietholter, a Certified Fraud Examiner,
is the founder of Workman Forensics, a
forensic accounting firm affiliated
with ClearRidge.
The views expressed here are those of the author
and not necessarily the Tulsa World. To inquire
about writing a Business Viewpoint column, email
a short outline of the article to Business Editor Rod
Walton at rod.walton@tulsaworld.com. The column
should focus on a business trend; the outlook for
the city, state or an industry; or a topic of interest in
an area of the writer’s expertise. Articles should not
promote a business or be overly political in nature.

Nike scores again when
Beckham’s glove goes viral
ƭ The media
exposure has been
worth about $2
million to the firm.
BY EBEN NOVY-WILLIAMS
Washington Post

NEW YORK — New York
Giants wide receiver Odell
Beckham Jr. made his highlight-reel catch Sunday night
while wearing Nike gloves,
and the world’s largest sporting goods maker wants you
to know it.
Nike’s official football
Twitter account sent a photo of the 22-year-old New
York Giants rookie with the
tagline “Drop Jaws. Catch
Everything Else.” It included
a link to the company’s Vapor Jet 3.0, a glove that consumers can buy with the logos of any of the 32 National
Football League teams.
A Nike endorser since before the NFL Draft, Beckham
made a one-handed touchdown grab in the Giants’ 3128 home loss to the Dallas
Cowboys that many in the
sports world called the greatest catch they’ve ever seen.
“What a coup for Nike,

whose glove helped make
it possible,” Bob Dorfman,
executive creative director at San Francisco-based
marketing firm Baker Street
Advertising, said in an email.
“Smart of them to take advantage of a play that’s become a viral sensation.”
Nike has received at least
$2.17 million in media exposure from the catch, according to sponsorship evaluation
firm Front Row Analytics.
That includes social media
chatter — there were 35,512
tweets about the game in
the minute after Beckham’s
catch — and television highlights that show the red Nike
swoosh on Beckham’s right
hand. The New York Times
mentioned the Vapor Jet
gloves in the first paragraph
of its story about the catch.
“Look for this clip to be
profiled on awards shows
like the ESPYs and featured
alongside Franco Harris’s
‘Immaculate Reception’ for
years to come,” said Eric
Smallwood, senior vice
president at Philadelphiabased Front Row, a division
of Comcast Corp.’s Front
Row Marketing Services.
“If Nike wants to capitalize
on the power of their gloves

for reeling in a touchdown
pass, they can promote their
gloves as the equipment that
will help a player to ‘Catch it
Like Beckham.’#”
Nike
spokesman
KeJuan Wilkins said Beckham
“wanted total range of motion and full dexterity with
no restrictions, so the fabric
is finely tuned to move naturally with the hand.”
“As with all of our athletes, the insights we gather
from them as it relates to
their performance and the
game are a very important
part of the Nike design process,” Wilkins said via email.
“Odell has been instrumental in testing and providing
feedback on our gloves. This
Nike Vapor Jet 3.0 glove incorporates some of those direct insights.”
Nike in 2012 supplanted
Adidas’ Reebok as the NFL’s
official uniform provider,
agreeing to pay $1.1 billion
over five years, according
to ESPN. Players are free to
sign their own endorsement
deals for gear such as cleats
or gloves. Carolina Panthers
quarterback Cam Newton,
for example, wears Under
Armor cleats.
Football equipment was

New York Giants wide receiver Odell Beckham Jr. (13) makes a one-handed catch for a touchdown
in the second quarter of Sunday’s home game against the Dallas Cowboys. The catch by Beckham
became the most talked-about play from Sunday and did more than just boost his standing with the
New York Giants. It paid off a routine growing popular among many skill players of practicing the
impractical, one-handed circus grab. KATHY WILLENS/Associated Press

a $530 million industry in
2013, according to wholesale
numbers compiled by the
Sports & Fitness Industry
Association. While the Silver
Spring, Maryland-based organization does not separate
out gloves, it lists “other/
accessories” at $117 million.
The other two categories are
balls ($85.4 million) and protective ($328 million).
Nike signed Beckham in

the week leading up to the
NFL draft, where he was
selected by the Giants with
the No. 12 pick. Other rookies signed by Nike include
quarterbacks Johnny Manziel, Blake Bortles, Derek
Carr and Teddy Bridgewater, as well as wide receiver
Mike Evans, linebacker Anthony Barr and tight end Eric
Ebron, ESPN said.
Steve Rosner, co-founder

and partner in Rutherford,
New Jersey-based 16W
Sports Marketing, said Nike
will typically sign 50 to 75
players before the draft.
Rosner said that while
there are limits to how much
a rookie receiver or a sporting goods company can promote one regular-season
catch, the play “is great for
Odell’s future with Nike and
as an endorser in general.”

Sony settles case over gaming console ads
ƭ The FTC took issue
with claims of “gamechanging” technology.
BY JENNIFER C. KERR
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Sony is settling government charges that it
misled consumers about its PlayStation Vita hand-held gaming
console.
The Federal Trade Commission
announced the settlement earlier
this week, saying it took issue with
some of the advertising claims that
Sony Computer Entertainment
America, the U.S.-based arm of the
PlayStation business, made about
“game-changing” technology features of its PS Vita gaming console.
Partial consumer refunds are part
of the agreement.
Among the claims challenged:
ƭ That the pocket-sized console

American DJ ?uestlove spins as the gaming character Sackboy looks on during the PlayStation Vita Launch in 2012 in New York. Sony has settled charges
with the FTC concerning allegations the company misled consumers about its
PlayStation Vita hand-held gaming console. DONALD TRAILL/Associated Press file

would revolutionize gaming mobility by allowing consumers to
play their PlayStation 3 games via
“remote play” on the console any-

FOREIGN EXCHANGE
The dollar fell
versus the
Japanese yen,
British pound
and euro. The
ICE U.S. Dollar
index, which
compares the
dollar’s value to
a basket of
currencies,
declined.
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USD per British Pound
Canadian Dollar
USD per Euro
Japanese Yen
Mexican Peso

1.5801
1.1232
1.2514
117.75
13.7224

+.0095
-.0025
+.0044
-.19
+.0556

1YR.
AGO

+.60% 1.6848 1.6217
-.22% 1.0855 1.0546
+.35% 1.3646 1.3574
-.16% 101.92 101.24
+.41% 12.8646 13.0419

EUROPE/AFRICA/MIDDLE EAST
Israeli Shekel
3.8737 +.0119
Norwegian Krone
6.8216 +.0076
South African Rand
10.9542 -.0075
Swedish Krona
7.3928 -.0393
Swiss Franc
.9607 -.0040

+.31% 3.4804 3.5422
+.11% 5.9590 6.0984
-.07% 10.3567 10.1312
-.53% 6.6218 6.5735
-.42%
.8946
.9065

ASIA/PACIFIC
Australian Dollar
Chinese Yuan
Hong Kong Dollar
Indian Rupee
Singapore Dollar
South Korean Won
Taiwan Dollar

-.35% 1.0821 1.0947
+.01% 6.2414 6.0922
-.00% 7.7537 7.7523
-.04% 58.720 62.520
-.25% 1.2532 1.2516
-.55% 1024.13 1061.77
+.10%
30.11
29.60

1.1695
6.1390
7.7541
61.765
1.2973
1104.60
30.94

-.0041
+.0008
-.0003
-.025
-.0033
-6.05
+.03

where with a Wi-Fi connection.
ƭ That people could engage in
“cross-platform” play by starting a
game on a PlayStation 3, pausing it,

and continuing the game with the
PS Vita from where they left off.
Not really true, said the FTC.
“As we enter the year’s biggest
shopping period, companies need
to be reminded that if they make
product promises to consumers —
as Sony did with the “game-changing” features of its PS Vita — they
must deliver on those pledges,” said
Jessica Rich, head of the agency’s
consumer protection bureau.
Sony did not immediately respond to a request for comment.
With cross-platform play, the
commission says the feature was
only available for a few PS3 games,
and the pause-save feature varied
from game to game. For “remote
play,” the complaint says Sony told
consumers that PS Vita users could
easily access their PS3 games on
their hand-held consoles. But most
PS3 games, the FTC said, were not
remote playable on the PS Vita.
The advertising claims at issue
were made during the U.S. launch
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OPEN HIGH
HEATING OIL (NYMX)

of the product, around the early
days of 2012. The console sold for
about $250.
As part of the proposed settlement, Sony will provide refunds
to people who bought the PS Vita
console before June 1, 2012. They’ll
be eligible for either a $25-cash or
credit refund, or a $50 merchandise voucher from Sony. The company will contact consumers about
the refunds or vouchers via email.
In a related move, the FTC also
acted against Deutsch LA, Sony’s
advertising agency for the PS Vita
launch, which settled with the
commission.
According to the complaint,
Deutsch LA knew or should have
known the advertisements had
misleading claims. The FTC also alleged that Deutsch LA misled consumers by asking employees to post
positive tweets about the console
on their personal Twitter accounts
— without disclosing their connection to the ad agency or Sony.
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LOW SETTLE CHG

5,000 bu minimum- cents per bushel
Dec 14
374 378.75 373.75 378.25
+4
Mar 15
387
392 386.50 391.50 +4.25
May 15
395.75 400.75
395 400.25 +4.50
Jul 15
403 407.50 402.50
407
+4
Est. sales 402,792. Tue’s sales 391,855
Tue’s open int. 1,217,636, -26,549

60,000 lbs- cents per lb
Dec 14
33.42
33.67
33.24
33.48
Jan 15
33.61
33.82
33.38
33.61
Mar 15
33.84
33.97
33.57
33.77
May 15
34.01
34.11
33.73
33.94
Est. sales 143,836. Tue’s sales 138,128
Tue’s open int. 378,056, -2,896

LIGHT SWEET CRUDE (NYMX)

COTTON 2 (ICE)

SOYBEANS (CBOT)

FEEDER CATTLE (CME)

1,000 bbl.- dollars per bbl.
Jan 15
73.87
74.48
73.30
73.69
Feb 15
73.94
74.56
73.40
73.76
Mar 15
74.07
74.53
73.47
73.82
Apr 15
74.08
74.54
73.50
73.90
Est. sales 430,870. Tue’s sales 483,111
Tue’s open int. 1,386,635, +6,815

50,000 lbs.- cents per lb.
Dec 14
59.69
62.00
59.69
61.41 +1.75
Mar 15
59.22
60.55
59.11
60.03
+.72
May 15
59.97
61.21
59.94
60.83
+.64
Jul 15
60.92
62.03
60.89
61.74
+.61
Est. sales 16,953. Tue’s sales 12,594
Tue’s open int. 172,323, -624

5,000 bu minimum- cents per bushel
Jan 15 1049.25 1054.75 1038.50
1047
-4
Mar 15 1054.50 1059.75 1044.50 1052.75 -3.50
May 15 1058.50
1065
1050 1058.75 -2.50
Jul 15
1064
1069 1054.50
1063 -2.25
Est. sales 126,348. Tue’s sales 171,202
Tue’s open int. 672,574, +6,438

50,000 lbs.- cents per lb.
Jan 15
231.57 232.90 230.05 230.50
Mar 15
229.90 231.52 229.32 229.35
Apr 15
230.35 231.25 229.92 229.95
May 15
230.35 231.17 229.80 229.95
Est. sales 7,732. Tue’s sales 7,918
Tue’s open int. 42,546, -128

NATURAL GAS (NYMX)

OATS (CBOT)

WHEAT (CBOT)

HOGS-Lean (CME)

10,000 mm btu’s, $ per mm btu
Jan 15
4.438
4.529
4.355
4.355
Feb 15
4.419
4.494
4.311
4.334
Mar 15
4.330
4.412
4.240
4.264
Apr 15
3.798
3.820
3.740
3.752
Est. sales 196,887. Tue’s sales 253,062
Tue’s open int. 955,365, +3,042

5,000 bu minimum- cents per bushel
Dec 14
299 301.50 291.50
295
Mar 15
310 311.25 306.50 308.50
May 15
313 313.25 311.50 313.25
Jul 15
316
317 312.25 314.75
Est. sales 2,243. Tue’s sales 2,828
Tue’s open int. 8,378, -1,296

5,000 bu minimum- cents per bushel
Dec 14
551.25
563 550.75
562 +10.50
Mar 15
558.50 565.50 553.50 562.75
+5
May 15
564.75 571.75
562 569.25 +4.50
Jul 15
569.75
577
567 574.50 +4.50
Est. sales 134,910. Tue’s sales 86,035
Tue’s open int. 371,924, -1,641

40,000 lbs.- cents per lb.
Dec 14
90.55
91.10
90.25
90.95
Feb 15
89.62
89.97
89.32
89.55
Apr 15
91.30
92.30
91.30
91.87
May 15
94.80
94.90
94.70
94.70
Est. sales 20,956. Tue’s sales 41,377
Tue’s open int. 235,797, +766

42,000 gal, cents per gal
Dec 14
241.30 242.78 238.00 239.65
Jan 15
234.86 236.52 232.51 232.91
Feb 15
233.20 234.89 230.95 231.28
Mar 15
232.06 233.30 229.70 229.95
Est. sales 119,445. Tue’s sales 151,610
Tue’s open int. 372,718, -5,481

+.17
-1.86
-2.12
-2.26

-.40
-.41
-.43
-.47

-.048
-.043
-.034
-.040

-4
-.50
+1.75
+2.50

NY HARBOR GAS BLEND (NYMX)

SOYBEAN MEAL (CBOT)

WINTER WHEAT (CBOT)

42,000 gallons- dollars per gallon
Dec 14
2.0245 2.0496 2.0170 2.0351 +.0033
Jan 15
2.0036 2.0288 1.9943 2.0119 -.0004
Feb 15
2.0150 2.0281 1.9980 2.0151 -.0011
Mar 15
2.0305 2.0456 2.0150 2.0315 -.0017
Est. sales 88,727. Tue’s sales 149,612
Tue’s open int. 320,414, -8,987

100 tons- dollars per ton
Dec 14
390.60 402.70 389.60 401.60 +11.00
Jan 15
374.80 378.50 371.00 376.70 +1.90
Mar 15
358.40 360.30 353.80 358.10
-.30
May 15
348.90 351.80 345.80 349.30
-.60
Est. sales 103,454. Tue’s sales 110,456
Tue’s open int. 379,157, +1,492

5,000 bu minimum- cents per bushel
Dec 14
617.50 626.50 616.50
621
Mar 15
619 627.75
618 623.25
May 15
619.75 628.25
619 624.25
Jul 15
617.50 625.50 615.75
621
Est. sales 36,486. Tue’s sales 30,790
Tue’s open int. 143,534, -1,389

+.06
+.02
-.02
-.02

+3.75
+4.25
+3.75
+3.50

40,000 lbs.- cents per lb.
Dec 14
169.92 170.67 168.87 169.25
-.90
Feb 15
170.70 171.27 169.27 169.67 -1.35
Apr 15
168.97 169.47 167.80 168.30
-.80
Jun 15
160.85 161.12 159.95 160.60
-.47
Est. sales 41,983. Tue’s sales 41,022
Tue’s open int. 325,332, +1,382

-.87
-.57
-.30
-.42

...
-.27
+.22
...

